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Sunrise Manufacturing International, Inc. - Skydive Wings

Before assembling the 3-ring release, make sure the risers are not twisted or reversed. Lay your Wings face down, as you would pack it. 1. Thread each cable ... 
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Sunrise Manufacturing International, Inc. 6520 Fort King Rd.



Zephyrhills, Florida 33542 Phone 813-780-7369 Fax 813-788-2799



www.skydivewings.com Assembly Before assembling the 3-ring release, make sure the risers are not twisted or reversed. Lay your Wings face down, as you would pack it. 1. Thread each cable into its housing and mate the Velcro of the handle to the Velcro in the pocket. The handle should be positioned as close to the ends of the housings as possible so that a minimum of cutaway cable is exposed.



2. With the rings of the riser facing toward the floor, pass the middle ring on the end of the riser through the large harness ring from above. Fold it back toward the canopy and risers.
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Sunrise Manufacturing International, Inc. 6520 Fort King Rd.



Zephyrhills, Florida 33542 Phone 813-780-7369 Fax 813-788-2799



www.skydivewings.com 3. Thread the smallest ring through the middle ring in the same way, but make sure it does not pass through the large ring, only the middle ring.



4. Pass the white loop over the small ring only and then through the riser grommet so it exits from the rear of the riser. 5. Continue threading the white loop through the grommet on the end of the cable housing. The flat side of the cable housing grommet should be against the riser. Thread the yellow cable through the white loop, making sure the loop is not twisted. Be careful with the cable so as to not bend it too sharply or kink it. 6. Insert the free end of the cable into the channel on the back of the riser. Each riser channel should have a pre-formed opening. If no opening is present on the riser channel, create one using a temporary pin, needle, or other sharp instrument. This opening should be big enough to not add friction to the cable but tight enough to prevent the housing from slipping out of the channel. MAKE SURE THAT CABLE IS INSERTED INTO THE HARD HOUSING AND NOT TO THE SIDE OF THE HARD HOUSING.
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Sunrise Manufacturing International, Inc. 6520 Fort King Rd.
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www.skydivewings.com



7. 3-rings correctly assembled.
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Wings Owner Manual - Skydive Wings 

o Slider is without holes, burns, or other damage. o Reinforcement tape in place and ...... but not so tight that they will restrict mobility in a relaxed arch or turning ...
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Wings Owner Manual - Skydive Wings 

4.3.3 PRO-Packing the Reserve Parachute .... Use this page to record which tools are used during the packing of your SMI, Inc. WINGS Harness/ ...... Page 110 ...
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Wings Reserve Loop Length - Skydive Wings 

TIP: The deeper and wider that you can get the. â€œnestâ€� the easier it will be to match the suggested loop lengths. Canopy Size. Loop Length. PDR 106. 3.00â€� +/- Â¼â€�.
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cutaway cable instructions wings - Skydive Wings 

Feed the shorter of the two yellow cables into the RIGHT cable housing. 2. Feed the longer yellow cable into the LEFT cable housing which is the RSL side. 3.
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SUNRlSE MANUFACTURING INTERNATIONAL INC. 6520 Fort King 

This letter is to verify that you did send us one of your M2 units for us to inspect, and check the compatibility of the unit with our harness/container system.
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Pg 1 of Supplement Older Wings - Skydive Wings 

Oct 29, 2013 - of the M.A.R.D. â€œReserve Boostâ€� RSL. Before proceeding check to be sure that the. Top Closing Flap and the Ripcord is under the tape of the ...
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Chp 7 pg10a Stowless D-bag - Skydive Wings 

When using Rubber Stow Bands pass the band under the T-4 tape and form a Lark's. Head knot to secure it to the tape. 10. Sunrise Manufacturing International ...
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Magnet Sales Manufacturing Inc. Magnet Sales ... - Purco Inc 

Since 1955, Magnet Sales & Manufacturing has been providing customers ...... Synchronous Motors, Moving Coil Actuators, Holding Force. Actuators, Magnetic ...
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sensenich propeller manufacturing company, inc. - Sensenich Propellers 

b) When installing the spacer, make sure at least 3/4 inch but not more than. 1-1/4 inch of dowel is protruding from the spacer. The #1 stamped on the.
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Magnet Sales Manufacturing Inc. Magnet Sales ... - Exvacuo 

on continuing to expand our design, fabrication, assembly and testing capabilities. .... a magnet, decreasing the reluctance of the air gap and thereby reducing .... Saturation : The condition under which all elementary magnetic moments have ..... ca
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FLIGHT CONCEPTS INTERNATIONAL, Inc 

Third Edition: December 2002. This owner's manual and/or the ..... workmanship is comparable to that displayed in the original construction of the canopy. .... implied, statutory, by operation of law or otherwise, beyond that expressed herein.
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Skydive San Marcos, Texas Date of Skydive 

Mar 2, 2011 - Drop Zone: Skydive San Marcos, Texas. Date of Skydive: Monday, 21 February 2011. Jumper: Doug Wood. Status: Not Injured. Type of Jump: ...
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CHINA'S MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY IN AN INTERNATIONAL 

Mar 25, 2002 - Ren Ruoen & Bai Manying / Ã‰conomie internationale 92 (2002), p. ..... comparison, which follows the new classifications system while there ...
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sunrise telecom 

Programmable send frame words: Manual/auto E-bits, MFAS word bit 5, bit 6 (MFAS ... Print at timed interval (settable up to 999 hr, 59 min) or at end of test. Measurement ..... location, De-Allocation Comp, De-Allocation Rej, Audit, Audit. Complete, 
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Page | 1 - ScopServ International Inc 

fonctionnelle, Ã  destination des entreprises et administrations utilisatrices. â–¡ ScopTEL PBX Lite ...... Inclusion des appels Â« sans frais Â»,. â–« Inclusion des appels ...
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Manufacturing 

costs, but only standard database and analytical tools were being ... Advanced exploration using the Synera's Intelligent ... technology and solutions. synera ...
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ac100-xx owners manual 4.22.16 - Peregrine Manufacturing, Inc 

The lanyard should exit the RSL sleeve at the top of the yoke with the ACE Air Snare on the rear. ACE AIR SNARE. ACE RSL LANYARD. ACE RSL LANYARD.
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Main Riser-Dive Loop Slink [Autosaved] - Peregrine Manufacturing, Inc 

Once the soft link is properly installed, pull the line group upwards, this will set the soft link and put it in the proper location at the top of the riser.
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ac100-xx owners manual 4.22.16 - Peregrine Manufacturing, Inc 

Apr 22, 2016 - For more information on the Glide and Triton harness/container systems and general information, about Peregrine Manufacturing Inc. please check ..... Each ring forms a lever with a ten-to-one mechanical advantage as it passes ...... Ne
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para-cushion - Skydive Safety 

Strong Enterprises Para-Cushion Qwner's Manual Rev. .... Repair Guidelines .... as the canopy is extracted from the container, the lines are also deployed from ...
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ac100-xx owners manual 4.22.16 - Peregrine Manufacturing, Inc 

Apr 22, 2016 - PEREGRINE MANUFACTURING INC. 330 DAY STREET. BROOKLYN CT 06234 USA. (860)-333-1461. [email protected].
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grundfos instructions - Great Lakes International, Inc 

GRUNDFOS Manufacturing Ltd. Búzavirág u. 14, Ipari Park ..... *To reverse the direction of rotation, switch off the power supply and interchange any two of the ...
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wings of war & wings of glory 

Caproni Ca 3 - CEP 115 Aviaton Militaire. Friedrichshafen G.III Leutnant der .... 8 engine damage counters (blue). - 5 crewman hit counters (red). - 6 crew ...
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Integrated MAV Systems:Hovering: Rotary-Wings & Flapping-Wings 

Rotor system. Motor. Vanes for anti-torque. Yaw control surfaces. Servos. Rotor .... Electric. Motors. Battery. Two Cycloidal Rotors rotating in opposite directions ...
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